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Using the OEM GC Provisioning and Automated Patching Pack, you are able to provision a complete 

Oracle RAC Cluster, including the Grid Infrastructure and creation of an ASM Instance and a RAC 

Database. 

 

Pre-reqs 
In this example I am using 2 Oracle VM machines. On both machines I attached 2 Shared Storage 

Devices: 

 

 
 

SSH Connectivity between the OMS server and the 2 Cluster Node clnode5 and clnode6 is already set 

up. 

 

In order to implement the SCAN facility I tricked the /usr/bin/nslookup file as follows: 

 
#!/bin/bash 

HOSTNAME=${1} 

 

if [[ $HOSTNAME = "raccl02-scan" ]]; then 

echo "Server: 24.154.1.34" 

echo "Address: 24.154.1.34#53" 

echo "Non-authoritative answer:" 

echo "Name: raccl02-scan" 

echo "Address: 192.168.1.151" 

else 

echo $HOSTNAME 

nslookup.org $HOSTNAME 

fi 

 

and this is what my /etc/hosts file looks like: 
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# Do not remove the following line, or various programs 
# that require network functionality will fail. 

127.0.0.1       localhost.localdomain localhost 

192.168.1.102   oem.mycorpdomain.com    oem 

192.168.1.135   clnode5.mycorpdomain.com        clnode5 

192.168.1.35    clnode5-vip.mycorpdomain.com    clnode5-vip 

10.10.10.35     clnode5-priv.mycorpdomain.com   clnode5-priv 

192.168.1.136   clnode6.mycorpdomain.com        clnode6 

192.168.1.36    clnode6-vip.mycorpdomain.com    clnode6-vip 

10.10.10.36     clnode6-priv.mycorpdomain.com   clnode6-priv 

 
192.168.1.151   raccl02-scan.mycorpdomain.com   raccl02-scan 

 

And now in the OEM Console 
We need to navigate to the Deployments – General Page 

 

Select RAC Provisioning Procedures 

 

 

` 

This will show up the Deployment Procedure Manager 

 

The Page shows the various Out of Box Deployment Procedures. 

 



 
 

In our example we will select Procedure Oracle Grid Infrastructure / RAC Provisioning. 

 

As the Description shows, this procedure will take care of the provisioning Oracle Grid Infrastructure 

11gR2 and Oracle RAC 11gR2. 

 

 
 

In this example we will use Provisioning Profile “Policy managed RAC database using ASM storage”. 

 



 
 

We will use the Grid Infrastructure and RAC Software Image we have stored in the Software Library 

before. 

 

Next we select 2 Cluster Nodes “clnode5.mycorpdomain.com” and “clnode6.mycorpdomain.com”. 

 

 
 

In the next Page we now need to enter the OS Credentials. 

 



 
 

In this page we enter the location for the Grid Infrastructure, the Database and a Working Directory 

that will be used during the provisioning. 

 

 
 

In this page we will specify the data to configure the Cluster. As I am using a local Oracle VM based 

Cluster and will not be using any DHCP, I won’t do the GNS configuration. 

 

We enter the virtual Hostnames (“clnode5-vip.mycorpdomain.com” and (“clnode6-

vip.mycorpdomain.com”).  

Remember these names are specified in the /etc/hosts file, as I am not using a DNS in this example. 

 

Finally we need to select the Public and Private Interfaces (eth0 – 192.168.1.0 and eth1 – 10.10.10.0) 

 



 
 

In this example we chose to create a Database as well.  So we need to enter the Global Database Name 

and the password that will initially be used for the SYS, SYSTEM, SYSMAN and DBSNMP account. 

 

 
 

In this example we will chose to use ASM for the Storage management. 

 

 



 

We select 2 Disk Groups to be used and select the location for OCR and Voting Disk (Disk Group 

DATA1) and the Datafiles (Disk Group DATA2) 

 

 

 
 

This example shows the possibility to only execute the Prerequisites Check. 

 

We will however press the [Finish] Button to get the Procedure going. 



 
 

After the Procedure has finished we can check the EM Console to see what Targets has been created.  

 

 
 

 

  



Saving your input to a  
Provisioning Profile 

New in OEM GC 11.1 - Provisioning is the ability to save your input in a Provisioning Profile. 

If you then use this Profile a next time you schedule a Deployment Procedure, most of the input 

variables are filled based on the saved values in the Profile. 

 

 
 

In this example we are running Deployment Procedure "Oracle Grid Infrastructure / RAC 

Provisioning". When in the last page, before you would normally hit the [Finish] button to have the 

Procedure start executing, you press the [Save] Button a window shows up allowing you to save all 

input variables to a Provisioning Profile. Just enter a name and description and press [OK]. 

 

 
 

The next screen dump shows the overview page of Provisioning Components. Here you can see that 

the saved Provisioning Profile was saved under the "RAC Provisioning Profiles" folder. 



 
 

Let's now schedule the Deployment Procedure again. 

 

 
 

As the screen dump shows, you are now able to select the Provisioning Profile that was saved before. 

 

 



When pressing the [Next] Button we navigate to the "Select Source and Destination" Page. As you can 

see The Source for the Grid Infrastructure Component and the RAC Component were entered 

automatically based on the Provisioning Profile's contents. 

 

Conclusion 

Using the new Provisioning Profile feature you can save your administrators of entering variables that 

need to contain the same values most of the time. By this many typos will be avoided, reducing the 

need for rescheduling Deployment Procedures. Apart from this, using Provisioning Profiles will 

enable you to increase the level of standardization. 

 

 

 


